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BULK CHANGES IN TUBES FROM Zr-BASED ALLOYS UNDER MODIFICATING
SURFACE TREATMENT WITH THE IMPULSE PLASMA
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Significant bulk structure changes, accompanying the modificating surface treatment of

products from Zr-based alloys with the impulse helium plasma, were revealed by X-ray

methods. There are different manifestations of the long-range effect, caused by plasma

treatment. The effect consists in structure changes within the layer with a thickness,

exceeding at least by 10
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 times the thickness of the layer, where bombarding

particles stop. Most treated samples, including tubes Ø 9 mm by the wall 700 μm thick

both in as-rolled and annealed conditions, were produced from Zr-1%Nb alloy, which is

in use in nuclear industry. The plasma treatment had an impulse character by duration

of each impulse τ=15·10

-6 

s and number of impulses N=3÷5 with interval ~2 min. Two

regimes of treatment were used: by the “hard” regime a density of plasma’s energy Q

was near 50 J/cm

2

 and melting of the surface layer 1-2 μm thick took place, whereas by

the “soft” regime Q≈25 J/cm

2

 surface melting was absent practically.

For the first time it was found, that the plasma treatment of partially recrystallized tubes

causes reorientation of α-Zr grains in the whole volume of tube’s wall, similar to that

under complete recrystallization. This effect can not be thermally-induced since it takes

place only by the “soft” regime of treatment, when the plasma does not result in

noticeable melting of the surface layer, whereas an increase of the plasma energy

suppresses the long-range effect. When judging by texture evidences of α↔β phase

transformations, the temperature of ~ 600

o

C was is attained at a distance from the

treated surface no longer than 150 μm by the “hard” regime and only 80 μm by the

“soft” regime. Bulk texture changes under irradiation are absent also in cold-rolled

tubes with the crystalline lattice, distorted up to a high degree. Thus, the modificating

surface treatment of tubes can influence parameters of their radiation growth by

exploitation in a nuclear reactor.

The observed texture changes can be realized by means of the dislocation climb,

induced by propagation of elastic waves, arising in the thin surface layer by braking of

ions. Since elastic waves dissipate quickly in layers with melted or distorted crystalline

lattice, the long-range texture effect can be seen only in tubes with a comparatively

perfect crystalline structure of surface layers.
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